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Content is king, right? In the case of Google Posts, content becomes your quarterback -- it’s all that matters! Your
Google Post content is a big play between your quarterback and receiver; it catches the reader’s attention, passes
them to your website, and can even coach Google on a thing or two.
That’s right--in addition to amplifying the promotional and educational information you want to share with
consumers, Google Posts can have a significant positive impact on your SEO strategy. How can your brand take
advantage of all that this new tool within your Google My Business has to offer, and can you do it at scale across
your many locations? Huddle up and let’s see.

What Are Google Posts?
A fairly recent addition to Google’s local marketing arsenal, Posts were made
available to all Google My Business users mid-summer 2017. Each Post has its
own URL, a character limit of 1500, and the ability to showcase one image and
one call-to-action linking to your website or landing page.
An excerpt of most Posts displays on your company’s listing on the search
engine results page for 7 days after publication, giving searchers yet another
source of rich, detailed information about your company and its locations. The
exception to this rule is for Event and Offer type posts where you set the end
date and can display these Posts for up to one year.

Why Use Google Posts?
Even after that initial period of display within your listing, each historic post
still has impact. It’s indexed and used in Google’s evaluation of your brand’s
overall web presence. Keep in mind that Google’s mission is “to organize the
world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful.” Data is never
discarded, but categorized; Google probably has a good use for this kind of
information.
Thanks to the high visibility of this knowledge panel, you now have
unprecedented control over the messaging a customer sees when they are
searching for your business (or a business like yours). And because your Google
Posts contain a direct call to action, you can control not only the story you are
telling customers, but the action they take in response to it.

This is all well and good... we’re giving a good searcher an experience and feeding Google with data. But so what?
Are Google Posts really worth the effort? The last thing you need is another tool or platform to keep up with.
When it comes to the SEO benefits of Google Posts, the answer is a resounding “Touchdown!” In a case study
conducted by Ben of Steady Demand and Joy Hawkins, we proved that Posts can have an impact on search ranking
as well!
Currently, only 17% of businesses have ever created a Google Post, and less than 5% have done so in the last 7
days. There’s a massive opportunity here for your business to use this innovative local search tactic to increase your
visibility in search results, engage searchers and ultimately convert more searchers to in-store traffic.

What’s Changed?
Google has clearly made Posts a priority, with a number of updates rolling out in recent months. Google has
expanded its roster of Post formats this year to include:

What’s New
These Posts are an opportunity to provide
information about your business through text,
photos or videos. You can designate a link
and a CTA button. A retailer could use this
type of post to promote a new product, for
example.

Products
Highlight specific products or services your
business sells. You have room in the title and
text to make a catchy description, and should
always include photo or video. Use your CTA
button to link out to a product landing page
with integrated local information including
where to buy, store hours, and consumer
reviews. Additionally, Product Posts display
on an additional ‘Products’ tab on your
knowledge panel on mobile.

What’s Changed Continued >

Events
Promote in-store events, or share information
about local events that your business is
involved with or supports. You can include the
event name, start and end dates and times,
a photo or video, a description of the event,
and a CTA button to drive registrations or
traffic to a landing page.

Offers
Share information on sales, promotions
and special offers, with the option to
add a photo or video, coupon code, link
and terms/conditions within the Post.
You’ll need a title for your offer, and a
destination URL for the “View offer”
CTA button that’s automatically added
to the post. from your business.

What’s Changed Continued >

The Four Types of Google Posts you can Create:
WHAT’S NEW

EVENT

OFFER

PRODUCT

Updated CTAs
You also have a greater variety of calls-to-action (CTAs) to
choose from when crafting your Google Posts.
Today, you’ll see:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book
Order online
Buy
Learn More
Sign up
Get offer
Call now with a “leave a review”
pop-up option after the call

New Image and Video Size
Google has updated the image and video size requirements for Posts, as well. Originally, Posts optionally featured
a 720 x 720 pixel image. Now, the optimal dimensions are 1076 x 815 pixels. You can use a JPEG or PNG for an
image, and AVI, MP4, MOV, FLV, WMV, MPG, M4V, MKV, M2TS, or MTS for video. You’ll find a handy template
that indicates the mobile crop area here.

Google Post Insights Updates
In early August, Google added aggregated Post Insights to the GMB dashboard. Post impressions now register
when the Post itself fully renders on mobile or desktop, not when one appears inside the Knowledge Panel. While
this neglects to provide a figure for visual impressions, it does give you a higher intent metric as a searcher will have
to click through to the Post or see it while searching your previous Posts in order for the view to count.
You’ll see insights for individual Posts, as well as all Posts published over the last week or month.

Getting the First Down
You’re always on the lookout for a goal scoring opportunity, but you need to get the team in
position, first. What’s your play?
When it comes to Google Posts, it’s worth defining your strategy as a starting
point. Posting for the sake of posting isn’t going to cut it, and copy/pasting
content from your website doesn’t work. As with all of your publication
channels, your content should be crafted specifically for that channel (in
this game, short, punchy, direct copy wins the day).
Plan to measure success, and make sure you understand the risks of
not playing the game.
Measure what matters. Because early testing indicates that
Google My Business insights aren’t necessarily 100% reliable,
you can get a better indication of the success of your efforts
by tracking with Google Analytics or Adobe.
Competitors using Google Posts to their advantage
may be taking business away from you already. If they’re
highlighting special and events, showcasing their glowing
reviews and reaping the rankings benefits, you need to get
started today, Content plays are a slow game; it takes time
to close the gap.

Find Your Offensive Coordinator
Now that you understand the Google Posts format and the
opportunity, how can your team come together and make the
right play?
Because of their placement and highly visible nature in search,
your SEO personnel are going to want to formulate a Google Posts
strategy in collaboration with Social, PR, and Marketing, at the very least.
Bring your internal stakeholders to the huddle and strategize together to
maximize the impact for the brand and all of your locations.

How can we be leaders and outsmart our
competition who are already using Posts?
“Most companies are currently reusing posts or writing
short, tweet-like ones. You can score points with
professionally created, locally relevant, unique content
that compels the viewer to take an action.”

“ For multi-location brands, start small.
Google posts were born and built for small
businesses. As enterprise marketers, we have
to unveil how do leverage/master posts at
scale to your advantage. Given the effort to
publish posts and the fact that they’re not
available in the API for chains, is it worth it?
The simple answer is yes, you just have to
start small.”

Who will handle creative? Who will make rote manual updates? Who will own
the resources required for the copy and images you’ll use in each post? Which
CTAs are highest priority? How will your analytics data inform and improve
future Google Posts content?
Find internal resources at the planning stage and if they aren’t available, seek
out a content partner. Like all creative initiatives, your Google Posts efforts will
fail if you’re constantly scrambling for something to publish or it’s become yet
another chore for an already overtaxed colleague.
Leverage your existing content resources where available. Do you have FAQs
that can be repurposed? What content can you use from press releases? How
will you incorporate other social content into your Google Posts?

Put one team or person in each location in charge of your Google Posts strategy. It should live within a team or person
with a good mix of digital marketing, social, and local marketing expertise.
Outpace the competition with creativity.


Don’t republish your old blog or Facebook posts here. You can do so much better!



Craft multiple posts per location on across a range of relevant topics.



Resist the temptation to make this an all-promotions, all the time channel. Mix it up with a variety of content
types.



Highlight newsworthy events, like in-store celebrations open to the public, or new product launches.



Promote local events that correlate your brand. You don’t have to be a sponsor to do this. For example, a
pharmacy promoting a local blood drive.



Use frequently asked customer questions as the basis for new posts.



Make posts about open employment opportunities at each location.



Post location-specific information like grand openings, emergency closures, etc.



Highlight your glowing reviews with smallthanks.thinkwithgoogle.com.

Build your brand with consistency.


Get your images in shape. You’ll want 1076 x 815 pixel images and videos, and can crop your image in the
editor. Try images that are lifestyle oriented, or those that are text only.



Use unique content relevant to each location. Even brand-wide announcements can be tailored for local
relevance across your markets.



Stick to 80-100 words per post. You can use up to 1500 characters, but the visible portion is only a few
words (the actual count differs on desktop and mobile). Front-load your content so your most important
content is announced and visible on the SERP.



Help Google understand the semantic relevance of your Post content. Speak directly to customers, stay on
brand, and make sure that your calls to action and landing pages are directly relevant.



Highlight long tail keywords, phrases, and questions that aren’t included on your landing pages.
“ A Google Post is is more important than a Tweet, more visible than a Facebook
Post, and more controllable than any other kind of content in Google My Business.
Google has given you the football--take hold and use it to get to your goal!

Quick tips for getting started:
FF

Choose test locations within your brand
for developing your initial Google Posts
strategy.

FF

Establish the baseline metrics by which
you’ll measure success.

FF

Track GMB impressions and web analytics
to measure early results.

FF

Incorporate Google Posts into your
organization’s editorial calendar.

FF

Share these tools out to the local
managers who will implement content at
each of your locations.

FF

Publish, measure and repeat!

FF

Highlight this holiday’s biggest promotions
and in-store events.

Get Into the Knowledge Graph Victory Formation
Your competitors are surely thinking about how they can leverage this important piece of real estate. The good
news is that they’re up against the same challenges you are: the need for internal resources to manage it, the
creativity for a strategy that’s going to move the needle, etc. While they’re trying to get the team and tools together,
you need to get right into the game. When it comes to what searchers see today in their Google search results, you
want to be that richer, more compelling listing with a Google Post incorporated. Here are a few tips to help you hit
the ground running.

Where can I learn more?
RioSEO
Get a local search audit and see where you stand! Contact Rio SEO today for your free local search presence
evaluation and discover the most impactful opportunities for your multi-location brand:
www.rioseo.com
T: (858) 529-5005
Steady Demand
Steady Demand has been offering Google Posts services since they were in pre-beta testing. Contact Steady
Demand today for assistance in evaluating your Google Posts strategy:
www.steadydemand.com
T: (844) 731-1223

About Rio SEO
Rio SEO simplifies complex local marketing by empowering enterprise brands with solutions that engage customers throughout the
search ecosystem. Our heritage as search experts combined with our first-class service drives tangible results for some of the nation’s most
recognizable brands. Rio SEO’s professional services, Local Solutions, acts as an extension of your brand offering high-level expertise,
local marketing support, and adaptability to the ever-changing SEO industry.
Whether it’s search or social, we believe that every brand interaction is an opportunity to create a customer relationship. Our Open Local
Platform powers the marketing solutions that multi-location brands need to establish a local presence and connect with customers. Rio
SEO’s suite of turnkey products include Local Listings, Local Reporting, Local Pages, Local Social and Local Manager. From web to mobile,
we’re redefining the technology that’s driving the future of local.
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